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2014-10-02, 12:41 AM (ISO 8601) I can't find one anywhere that's empty. Any ideas? Just level 1 eagle. 2014-10-02, 01:00 AM (ISO 8601) What happened to the standard sheet of characters mythweavers, or something in this variety? There's no huge difference between how you would stat up a
character and how you would stat up an animal companion. 2014-10-02, 01:10 AM (ISO 8601) 2014-10-02, 01:17 AM (ISO 8601) I'm pretty new to RD. I work strictly from 3.5 PH and DMH. 2014-10-02, 01:19 AM (ISO 8601) I would like to use this, but I can't download anything. Otherwise I would have
had this problem solved awhile ago. Haha. 2014-10-04, 06:08 PM (ISO 8601) And after a bit of research, I came to the conclusion there aren't very many sites with a specific sheet I'm looking for that aren't free or require downloads (money is just tight and I'm in between works) aside from WoTC and like
2 or 3 others, but only 2 of them are even decent. I appreciate the help though, thank you! I probably have a few more questions since I'm quite a D'D noob. Haha. 2014-10-04, 06:12 PM (ISO 8601) I looked at the myth of weavers yet? Totally free, and sure it's print. As before, don't know if it has the
character of the sheets typical of animal mates, but I really don't understand why you would need it. Check out this arbitrary animal companion sheet for example. 2014-10-04, 06:16 PM (ISO 8601) Originally published eggynack I looked at the myth of weavers yet? Totally free, and sure it's print. As
before, don't know if it has the character of the sheets typical of animal mates, but I really don't understand why you would need it. Check out this arbitrary animal companion sheet for example. Oh, what a day. Sorry, for some reason I missed your comment. I didn't persay the need for one I just thought it
would be handy for stats and rolls plus I planned to use it for a mule package, my DM is pretty weak as long as it falls under 3.5 and is reasonable (realistic). I'll check it out right now, give me a second. 2014-10-04, 06:38 pm (ISO 8601) So I went to the site and clicked on the Sheets tab and he uploaded
the following page, but... Nevermind, I figured it out. I had to check in. 2014-10-04, 06:44 PM (ISO 8601) It's awesome. The standard 3.5 character sheet is so detailed. It's going to be amazing. Animal-Sheet Is a sheet of characters for animal companions and acquaintances for dungeons and dragons lite.
This is a multi-layered PDF file. When you open it, it will be unreadable until you turn off some layers. To use it just turn off all layers except those that contain the information you want. 1) For a clean slate - turn off all layers except the Leaf layer. 2) Include the Animal Companion layer - Wolf for the wolf-
ready-to-play companion animal. -or-2) Turn on Familiar Rat for almost ready for the game the rats are familiar. It has information filled out for a normal rat, but you will need to adjust its stats based on your player character as explained in the 3.5 Players Handbook. Please let me know if you find any
errors or if you think I should have created them differently. UPDATE: There is currently a fill-in version of this popular file - Find it in this post: Animal Companion /Familiar Character Sheets - Fillable UPDTATE 2: On request - now you can download a completely empty version (without layers) for those of
you who prefer to print the bloak sheet and fill it manually. Click on this animal list-blank link I've been looking around for a good 3.5 animal companion/familliarcharacter sheet, in any format, but were unable to find one.the ideal candidate would have the following properties, in order of priority:1: fits on
one side of one sheet of paper A4;2: has a limited selection of skills (either I fill all the skills, or the only skills listed are those animals are most likely to row in);3:has an easy read combat statistic for the animal; doesn't look like shit;4: Any suggestions on where I might find such a thing? If not, do you have
any suggestions on how to track the pet company? I think the companion having his own leaf character willremind me there by avoiding it there/it's gone syndrome. A post on guyjinI've been looking around for a good 3.5 animal companion/familliarcharacter sheet, in any format but unable to find one.the
ideal candidate would have the following properties, in order1: fits on one side of one sheet of paper A4;2: has a limited selection of skills (either I fill out all the skills, or the only skills listed are those animals are most likely in); doesn't look like shit;4:is fillable PDF. Any suggestions on where I could find
such a thing? If not, do you have any suggestions on how to track the pet company? I think the companion having his own leaf character willremind me there by avoiding it there/it's gone syndrome. Have you tried www.rpgsheets.com? The only criteria I couldn't #4, but I found good .xls that fit all your
other criteria. Ed Chauvin IV--DISCLAIMER : WARNING: RULE No. 196 is an X-rated in that to calculate L, use X (C2/10) , and RULE No 193, which is not intended for reading children, since RULE No. 187 EXPLAINS mathematically homosexuality using the G 11 modizer. I always feel like I'm going to
get hurt when someone gets killed. --Terry Austin Ed Chauvin IV wrote: 't;snip'gt;Message Ed Chauvin IVHave you www.rpgsheets.com? The only criteria I couldn't #4, but I found good .xls, which all your other criteria. Ed Chauvin IVEwwww ... Excel... Don't they know that real geeks don't use MS
products?:P What's the same? OpenOffice.org can be used to easily convert MS-officedocuments into more reasonable formats. Is Susan have a sheet floating around there for animal mates and acquaintances? It would make my life easier. log in or sign up to remove this Hmmmm ad, perhaps
paraphrase in order. Has anyone made any free domain character sheets for animal mates that I can legally download from somewhere? Otherwise I think I'll just use the usual sheet of characters, but it would be nice if someone made the footwork already. EDIT Geez... they charge for a pack of
character sheets and they can't even come up with original covers that they haven't recycled from elsewhere? Last edited: April 2, 2004 there are some on rpgsheets.com. Just make a glorified stat block on a separate piece of paper, but with the same added details as you want... that's what I do. Maybe
save a blank one as a template to either edit and print or just print out and use as a handout to write on/fill in. or take a regular sheet of characters and just use relavent spaces/spaces. (Yes, I understand you're asking if someone has already done this, and that empty template is already available... but for
that, there aren't many working parts to worry about.... no spells, meager equipment, etc.) Animal Companion/Familliar/Wild Cohort Leaf Are There Leaf Floating Around There for Animal Companions and Acquaintances? It would make my life easier. Please find the below form I use for Animal
Companions/Familliars and Wild Cohorts. It took me a while to come up with the sheets I found worked best. Torak Stoneweaver Here's a 4e companion sheet I made Kind of Attachment Companion Character Leaf Form v4.pdf Made it after reading DMG2. It appears satellites never get the power they
can use more than 3 times per meeting, hence only the three used flags on power. As for the action box, the letters are free, Small, moVe, Standard. Type at-will,Encounter,Daily. Use Adobe Acrobat Reader to fill power descriptions before printing. You can turn the page 180 degrees to fill the bottom half.
The reason is the bottom half upside down so when you print with a .25 field all around you get a little extra white space at the top of the sheet to write in the companion's name. Cut on the dotted line. Companion sheets with semi sheets take up less space on the playing table. Make sure when printing a
PDF with an acrobat that you will change the Scale page to no in the print dialogue otherwise the acrobat will add even more margin around the sheet, making the print smaller. Suggestions for improvement are welcome! I rolled the fighter for my cat, but she just looked at leaf for a few seconds, hopped
out of the chair and ate some more cat food. Try to do something good for someone, God! Instead of the actual nature of the sheet, I simply laid out all my companion's stats in Similar to the one contained in the Monster Guide - stats, special attacks, special qualities, and a line for each unique force
and/or special attack. It comes out to about 2/3rds of the page long, but I never have to wonder what my little assistant can do. I do it all the time. I use Heroforge for this. You can do this on your character sheet file if you use older versions of Heroforge, or use later standalone sheets. That's for 3.5, of
course, since that's what I play. You didn't mention what game you were playing if I didn't miss it. If you play 4.x, never think of me. I have NPC sheets that I use for animal mates. Link to them in my sig. I didn't notice you pointing out the edition you're playing, but mine for 3e. It appears satellites never get
the power they can use more than 3 times per meeting, hence only the three used flags on power. As for the action box, the letters are free, Small, moVe, Standard. Type at-will,Encounter,Daily. Use Adobe Acrobat Reader to fill power descriptions before printing. You can turn the page 180 degrees to fill
the bottom half. The reason is the bottom half upside down so when you print with a .25 field all around you get a little extra white space at the top of the sheet to write in the companion's name. Cut on the dotted line. Companion sheets with semi sheets take up less space on the playing table. Make sure
when printing a PDF with an acrobat that you will change the Scale page to no in the print dialogue otherwise the acrobat will add even more margin around the sheet, making the print smaller. Suggestions for improvement are welcome! Thanks to the man, that was exactly what I needed. animal
companion 3.5 character sheet pdf. d&d 3.5 animal companion character sheet
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